
OviStand user manual 

The OviStand has been carefully designed from a high quality composite material. To minimize weight and size, the 

hinges are integrated into the material and designed in such a way that the natural tension in the hinges keep the 

OviStand into shape once unfolded and latched in one of the 3 slots. 

                                        

In order to maintain this tension and prevent damage to the hinges, DO NOT overstretch these hinges! 

                  

When properly used, the hinges can easily withstand up to 80000 movements as being tested by TUV Rheinland. 

                                      

To unfold keep the stand with the logo up and push gently with your thumb the inner flap upwards while pushing the 

base plate downwards until you can snap the small tab into one of the 3 slots. Your OviStand is ready to use! 

 

Maintenance 

The surface is made of high grade aluminum finished with a durable polyurethane coating preventing stains and 

fingerprints. If however your stand needs to be cleaned, just rinse and dry with a soft cloth it and it looks like new!  

DO NOT put your OviStand in the dishwasher as the silicone bumpers might fall off because of excessive heat and the 

surface might be damaged by the aggressive nature of the applied detergents. 

 

Liability 

Ovilli BV is in no form liable for damages incurred while using the OviStand. The user is responsible for inspection of the 

hinges and silicone bumpers for possible damage, and to ensure that the stand is properly latched and positioned on a 

stable surface. The laptop or tablet shall be carefully placed on the stand so that the stability is ensured. The stand can 

only be used within the limitations as mentioned on the website www.ovistand.com. The placement of laptops, tablets or 

other objects that are larger than recommended or that have an inappropriate profile is solely at the risk of the user. 

Non compliance to these recommendations might cause laptops or tablets to slip or topple off and get damaged. 

PARENTAL WARNING: The OviStand is NOT a toy, improper use might cause clenching and possibly injuries. 
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